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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following; 
THEOREM (1.1). Let d > 0 and h,, h, ,.... h, , 3 0 be integers. Then 
there is a Buchsbaum locul ring A with maximal ideal m such thal 
dimA =d and dim,,, #,,(A) = hi fir every O,<i,<d- 1. 
(Ilere dim,,,Hi(A) denotes the dimension of the local cohomology module 
Hh(A) as a vector space over A/m.) Moreover, ifh, = 0 (resp. d > 2 and 
h, = h, = 0), rhen A may also be taken to be an integral domain (resp. a 
normal domain). 
Now recall some definition. The concept of Buchsbaum rings was given by 
Stiickrad and Vogel (cf. 114, 151) and has its root in an answer of Vogel 
[ 19 1 to a problem of Buchsbaum (cf. [2, p. 2281). Let A be a Noetherian 
local ring with maximal ideal m. Then A is called Buchsbaum if the 
difference I,(A,/q) - e,(q) is an invariant Z(A) of A not depending on the 
particular choice of a parameter ideal 4 of A, where e,(q) denotes the 
multiplicity of A rclativc to q. Clearly the class of Buchsbaum local rings 
contains Cohen-Macaulay local rings, and it is known that hey enjoy many 
good properties. For example, the local cohomology modules &(A) 
(0 < i < d = dim A) of a Buchsbaum local ring A are vector spaces over A/m 
and 
(cf. [12, Satz 21). Bu t, even though the theory of Buchsbaum singularities is 
now developing rapidly (cf. 14, 6, 8, I 1, 13, 18,20)), itseems to bc far from 
definitive. however, and it is required toestablish theubiquity ofRuchsbaum 
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rings together with agood deal of examples. From this point of view our 
Theorem (1.1) may have some interest. 
As a consequence of (1.1) we have the following resuh of 
~XOLLARY (1.2) (cf. [ 17, Theorem 3]). Let d > t > be integers. Then 
there xists a Buchsbaum local ring A such that 
dimA = d and 
Hn case d> 2 and h, = 0 the method of construction of our exa 
due to Evans and Griffith [3]. In this ense our result (1. 
s~~~~erne~tary remark of their theorems. Butwe repeat the construction in a 
more elementary manner for completeness, which we will give in 
ection 2 is devoted tosome lemmas which we shall need later. In case 
0 f 0 our examples are obtained by idealization. The necessary results for 
this procedure will be found in this ection 
In the llowing wedenote by A a Noetherian local ring with maxi 
ideal m. ,(,) will always stand for the ith locai c~~~rno~ogy f~~ct~r~ 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
First let us recall the definition of Buchsbaum rings, ormore ~e~er~l~~ 
that of Buchsbaum modules. Let h4 be a finitely generated A-module. 
denote by eM(q) the multiplicity of A4 relative to a parameter ideal 9 of 
i.e., an ideal ofA generated by asystem of 
EFINITION (2.1). M is called a Buchsbaum rnod~~e ifthe ~i~e~~~~e 
1 A Gwef) - %A) 
is an invariant I(M) of M not depending onthe a~t~c~lar choice of a 
parameter ideal q of M. 
This is equivalent to the condition that he quahty 
(a,, a,,..., a,)M: ai+l = (al3 az9..., ai 
holds for every 0< i < d - 1 and for ev a,, a2,..., ad of 
parame s for M, where d= dim,M (cf. [ 1 >. Of course every 
Cohen acaulay A-module isBuchsbaum. A local ring is called 
a Buchsbaum ring if it is a Buchsbaum module over itself. 
The next wo results will play key roles inthis note. 
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LEMMA (2.2) ([13, 171). Let M be a finitely generated A-module. Then 
M is Buchsbaum if the canonical homomorphisms 
hL : Extk (A/m, M) -+ H;(M) 
are surjective for all i # dim,M. In case A is a regular local ring, the 
converse is also true. 
COROLLARY (2.3) ([171). Let M be a finitely generated A-module with 
depth, M = t < dim, M = d and suppose that H;(M) = (0) for i # t, d. Then 
M is a Buchsbaum module if and only ifm Hf,#f) = (0). 
For the rest of this ection we assume that dim A = d > 0. 
PROPOSITION (2.4). Suppose that A is a Buchsbaum ring. Then the 
maximal ideal m of A is a Buchsbaum A-module with I(m) =I(A) +d - 1. 
ProoJ Let qbe a parameter ideal ofthe A-module m.Then, applying the 
functor A/q @A . to the sequence 0 -+ m -+ A + A/m -+ 0, we have an exact 
sequence 
0 -+ Torf (A/q, A/m) + m/qm -+ A/q + A/m -+ 0 
of A-modules with finite length. This yields that qis also aparameter ideal 
of A and that l,(m/qm) = lA(A/q) + d- 1 since lA(Tor:(A/q, m)) = d. 
On the other hand we see ,(q) = eA(q). Thus the difference l,(q) - e,(q) = 
I(A) +d - 1 does not depend on the choice ofq. Therefore, by definition, m 
is a Buchsbaum module with I(m) =I(A) + d - 1. 
Let V be a vector space over A/m of dimension t and let B = A X V 
denote the idealization of V over A (cf. [7, p. 21). Thus the underlying 
additive group of B coincides with that of the direct sum of A and V and the 
multiplication in B is defined by (a, X) (b, y) = (ab, uy + bx). Note that B is 
a Noetherian local ring of dimension d and with maximal ideal n = m X V. 
Let p: B + A be the canonical projection, .e., ~((a, x)) = a for (a, x) E B. 
Then clearly Kerp = (0) x V and, applying the functor Ha(.) to the exact 
sequence 0 -+ (0) X V+ B --tp A + 0, we have the following result easily. 
LEMMA (2.5). H:(B) =Hi(A) i # 0 and p,(B) = @,(A) X V. 
For the moment let Jr, f,,..., fd b e a system of parameters forB and 
express A = (a,,~~) (1 <i< d). We put Q = (f,, f*,,.., fd)Band 
4 = (a,, a,,,..., a,)A. Note that qis a parameter ideal of A because A/q is a 
homomorphic image of B/Q via p, 
LEMMA (2.6). Qn ((0)x V)= (0). 
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Proof. Let z E Q and express Z = Cf= 1 (ai, Xi) (bi, yi) for some 
(6,, yi) E B. Assume that zE (0) x V. Then x:9-, aibi = 0, which yields 
bi E m as a, , a, ,..., ad is a system of parameters forA. Thus b,x, = 0 for all i
since xiE V, and so z = (0, Cf=, aiy, + Cf=, b,x,) = 0 as required. 
COROLLARY (2.7). l#I/Q”) = 1,(,4/qS) + t for euery integer s > 0. In 
particular e,(Q) = e,.,(q). 
Proof. QS n ((0) x V) = (0) by (2.5). Hence there is an exact sequence 
0 + (0) x V-r B/Q”+” A/qS + 0, which yields l,(B/Q’) = 1,4(A/qS) + t.The 
second assertion f llows from the first. 
PROPOSITION (2.8). B is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if so is A. In this 
case Z(B) = I(A) + t. 
Proof. Let Q be a parameter ideal ofB and put q= p(Q). Then q is also 
a parameter ideal of A, and l,(B/Q) - e,(Q) = (I ,(A/q) - e,(q)) + t by 
(2.7). Therefore, if A is a Buchsbaum ring, then so is B and I(B) = I(A) i- t. 
Conversely assume that 23 is a Buchsbaum ring and let a,, u2 ,..., ad be a 
system of parameters for A. We put q = (aI, u2 ,..., a,)A and 
Q = (J, f, ,..., fd)B, where fi = (ai, 0) for 1 < i < d. Then clearly Q is a 
parameter ideal of B and p(Q) = q. Thus l,(A/q) - e,,(q) = I(B) - f as we 
have mentioned above, and so A is a Buchsbaum ring by definition. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.1) 
First we will consider the case d> 2 and h, = 0. Suppose that A is a 
regular local ring of dimension d + 2 and let 
O-+F,v,+..’ +F,-+F,,=A-+A/m-+O 
be a minimal free resolution of A/m. We put Z,$ = Im(F,,  i --f F,) fsr 
O<s<d. 
LEMMA (3.1). (1) 2, is a Buchsbaum A-module with dim,4Z,$ = d - 2. 
(2) Hi(Z,) = A/m (i=s+ 1) 
= (0) (i # s + 1, dt 2). 
(3) 0,) = c,‘:>. 
Proof Clearly dim, Z,y = d + 2 and it foliows from assertion (2)that Z, 
is a Buchsbaum A-module (cf. (2.3)). Forassertion (2), consider the exact 
sequences 0 -+ Z, + F,Y + Z,y.. , +O (O<s<d), where we put Z-, =A/m. 
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Then, after applying the functor II:,(.) to these sequences, theresult follows 
by induction on s. The last assertion is now trivial because 
Z(Z,) = xyyd (d;‘) dim,:,,Hj,(Z,) by 112, Satz 21. 
We put M, = Zihs’ (the direct sum of h, copies of Z,,) for every 
1 < s ,< d - 1 and M = &$‘I: M,, .Note that we may assume M # (0). (In 
fact, ifM = (0), then h, = 0 for all 0< s < d - 1 and every regular local ring 
of dimension d satisfies all the conditions required inTheorem (l.l).) 
PROPOSITION (3.2). (I) M is a Buchsbaum A-module with 
dim,M=d+2. 
(2) H;(M) = (A/m)‘h’ ‘) (2 Q i < d) 
= (0) (i=O, 1, and d+ I). 
(3) Z(M) = x::‘:; h, (4.’ :). 
(4) M is a.non-free andreflexive A-module. 
(5) M&s a free A,-module for every pE Spec A\(m}. 
Proof: Recall that here is an exact sequence 0 + Z, -+ F, + F,- , for all 
I < s < d - 1. Hence M is a reflexive A-module as so is Z, for every 
l<s<d-I. Of course dim,M=d+ 2. Note that H;(M) = 
8;:: z$(ZJh’), and by virtue of (3.1) we have F/6(M) = Hh(Zi ,)(“-I) = 
(A/m)‘hi- “for 2’< i Q d and H6(M) = (0) for i = 0, 1, and d + 1. In 
particular depth, A4 ,< d < dim, M = d + 2. Hence M is not free and thus we 
have proved assertions (2)and (4). Assertion (5) is trivial because (Z,Y), isa
free A,-module for every pE Spec A\{m 1 and for every 1< s < d - 1. 
Now consider assertions (I)and (3). Let q be a parameter ideal of M. 
Then q is a parameter ideal of A as dim,M= dim A, and so q is also a
parameter ideal of Z, for every 1< s ,< d - 1. Of course 
d- I d-l 
l,W/qW = x h, l/,(Zs/qZ,) and e,(q) = 1 h, eZ,(s). 
5:l 5-l 
Thus the assertions follow from the definition (2.1) because the difference 
d-l 
ln(~/qM> - e,(q) = 2 h., (l,(Z.,l@,) - e,s(q)) 
\ .L 1 
d-l 
= x h, Z(Z,) 
5 = I 
does not depend on q. 
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Cowow4w (3.3). There is an exact s~q~e~~e 
Proo$ This follows from the results of ~~~~a~~er (cf* [ ‘a, Theorem B anti 
~ro~o~it~o~ 3,4]), asM is a non-free andrefkxivc A-module bgi (3.2) (4). 
emark (3.4). In case A is the ~oca~~zat~o~ of a 
kpr,) xz 7*.., Xd+2] (It an infinite fi ld) the ir~c~eva~t 
), Evans and Griffith [3 1
reover they have proved that, if k, = 0, 
ma1 domain (cf= Theore 
Proof of Theorem (1,l) in Case d > 2 and h, = 0 
d liti = m/I, where Iis the ideal given by (3.3). CiearEy 
) = (0) as I is unmixed. First w WiIl compute the local 
es Hf&C) (=H$f)). C e following twK3 exact 
sequences 
plying the functor Ii;(.) tothem, we have 
F ’ (M) = MF ‘(I) (resp i,“(J)) 
for every i < d - 1 by the first (resp. second) se~~e~ce~ Thus we see 
i(L) = (X/tii)(hi) for all1< i < d - 1. 
ow let us prove that d is a Buchsbaum 
to show that 2 is a Buchsbaum 
Exta(A/m, .> to the above two exact seguenc 
squares 
for every i< $ - 1, where t
phisms. Since h: ’ is surjective by irtue of(2. 
rice we have that hi is also a 
chsba~m A-module again by (2.2). Thus x
dim xi=$ and dim,,Mk@)= hi for O<i 
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together with Remark (3.4), we have proved Theorem (1.1) incase da 2 and 
h,=O. 
Proof of Theorem (1. I), Continued 
The assertion s trivial n ‘case d = 1 and h, = 0. 
Now consider the case h, > 0. We take A to be a Cohen-Macaulay ocal 
ring of dimension 1 (resp. a Buchsbaum local ring with dim A = d, 
dim,,,,,Hi(A) = hi for 1< i < d - 1, and @,(A) = (0)) if d= 1 (resp. d > 2). 
Let V be an h,-dimensional vector space over A/m and put B = A x V (the 
idealization). Let nbethe maximal ideal ofB. Then B is a Buchsbaum local 
ring of dimension d by (2.8) and dim,,,@,(B) = h,for every 0< i < d - 1 
by (2.5). Thus the local ring B has all the properties r quired in
Theorem (1.1). This completes heproof of our assertion. 
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